Western Ideas of Comeliness Guide Japanese in Choosing Beauty Queen
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"fashion" dressmakers, to the forming of the" natural" beauty. It is a well-known fact that the fugitives at the recent beauty contest selected the girl who most closely resembled what they believed to be the "modern" type of girl rather than the traditional Japanese type.

Those girls who approached the judges with a coat of paint as thick and colorless that they looked nearly dead, or those who used excessive amounts of hair powder, under eye shadow, or rouge were eliminated.

Now that the reason is being discovered for the women after which offers feverish pursuit, the girls are able to participate in various athletic exercises and games which serve to develop those qualities.

The" natural" beauties were, as a matter of fact, discovered to have a more attractive appearance. The girls entered in the contest were examined by a panel of judges who were experts in the field of beauty. The judges were required to evaluate the girls' looks from various angles, and the precision of their movements was also considered.

In Japan, the" natural" beauties emerged as winners in the contest. The women who achieved high ranks were those who had a natural appearance and who were able to express their true selves.

The" natural" beauties are those who have a more natural color and appearance. They are able to express their true selves, and their beauty is considered to be more genuine.
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